
Courage of Blind and The

a Plan

1.) Exceptions may be trade, primary.

2.) Valentine(s) offer(s) of cards are secondary and primary neutral to the law of taxonomy 
in inheritance, to which I may operate a job at remote.

3.) I may set my own time and trust limitations of competence and command of rules and 
laws in process with communication barriers and understanding, hence continuing a planning 
process. (Valuation).

4.) It remains invested in cooperate trust and process of a system of knowledge, and I 
have therefore socially surpassed my 'blindness' of character afflication, and satisfied a 
societal need and process in continued investment.

I may earn money this way, thus to trust a position of a job from home for the present and 
time being remains an expressed trust in my demands and time, that of keeping current and 
regulated, and invests in my future.

The demand of medical treatment has passed, thus for the prior givens it contributes to my 
investment in sensitivity and boundaries.

I do not remain immune to rules and the law, and it would be binding on Ms. Butera, for that 
of the indefinite outcome and condition.  Hence, I could consider results formerly or 
presentably primary, and would come to my volition and will in presentment, passing as a 
notable exception to index and social spatial quantifiers.

I remain to recover, an assumptive of my inner capability and continued investment in that of 
reasons for volition and will, and do not face self confrontation.

Therefore, I am not marooned, possess fidelity, and my patience would be enduring to the 
consenting relationship with Ms. Butera, thus I would guarantee my present, then therefore 
the past, and my future, dependent on the path I follow.

I have therefore found my understanding and the words for my conviction.
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